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Abstract
Current prosthetic hands are basically simple grippers with one or two degrees of
freedom, which barely restore the capability of the thumb-index pinch. Although
most amputees consider this performance as acceptable for usual tasks, there is
ample room for improvement by exploiting recent progresses in mechatronics
design and technology. We are developing a novel prosthetic hand featured by
multiple degrees of freedom, tactile sensing capabilities, and distributed control.
Our main goal is to pursue an integrated design approach in order to fulfill critical
requirements such as cosmetics, controllability, low weight, low energy
consumption and noiselessness. This approach can be synthesized by the term
“biomechatronic design”, which means developing mechatronic systems inspired
by biological world.
This paper describes the first implementation of one single finger of a future
biomechatronic hand. The finger has a modular design, which allows to obtain
hands with different degrees of freedom and grasping capabilities. Current
developments include the implementation of a hand comprising three fingers
(opposing thumb, index and middle) and an embedded controller.

1.

Introduction
The development of an upper limb prosthesis that can be felt as a part of the

body by the amputee (Extended Physiological Proprioception – EPP [28]), and
that can substitute the amputated limb by closely replicating its sensory-motor
capabilities (“cybernetic” prosthesis [8]), is far to become reality. In fact, current
commercial prosthetic hands are unable to provide enough grasping functionality
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and to provide sensory-motor information to the user. One of the main problems
of the current available devices is the lack of degrees of freedom (DOFs).
Commercially available prosthetic devices, such as Otto Bock SensorHand™,
as well as multifunctional hand designs [1][2][4][9][14][27][31] are far from
providing the manipulation capabilities of the human hand [5]. This is due to
many different reasons. For example, in prosthetic hands active bending is
restricted to two or three joints, which are actuated by a single motor drive acting
simultaneously on the metacarpo-phalangeal (MP) joints of the thumb, of the
index and of the middle finger, while other joints can bend only passively.
The way to overcome all these problems is to develop a “cybernetic”
prosthesis following a biomechatronic approach, i.e. by designing a mechatronic
system inspired by the biological world. This goal can be achieved by pursuing
two different fundamental objectives:
1.

to design an anthropomorphic prosthesis (e.g., by increasing the DOFs
of the hand, by mimicking the natural hand kinematics [31], and by
developing specific actuators and “skin-like” sensors [7]);

2.

to enhance the user-friendliness of the device (e.g., by developing
“natural” man-machine interfaces [6][16][26], and suitable signal
processing and control strategies [12][19][20]).

The first step towards the former objective is to enhance the dexterity of the
hand by increasing its DOFs. As mentioned by several authors [23][27] the main
problem encountered in increasing DOFs is related to the limited space available
to integrate actuators within the prosthetic hand.
Recent progresses in micro-engineering technologies allow the fabrication of
miniature size intelligent actuators, thus encouraging the development of a new
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generation of artificial hands. This is demonstrated by the growing number of
publications

on

this

issue

appeared

in

the

last

few

years

[3][14][17][18][24][25][29]. Innovative micro-actuator technologies such as
Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) or ultrasound miniature motors can potentially
provide the solution for obtaining more dexterous artificial hands. The
introduction of innovative micro-actuators allows to increase the number of active
joints, since these actuators can be integrated inside the structure of the prosthetic
hand in the palm or even in the fingers. This actuator architecture represents the
intrinsic muscular system of the hand, while the extrinsic muscular system [15]
can not be replaced, since a prosthetic hand have to suit all amputation levels.
This paper presents preliminary results of a research addressed to the
objectives outlined above: to develop an artificial hand with micro-actuators
“embedded” on board. The hand will be designed according to a biomechatronic
approach, i.e. aiming to integrate micro-mechanisms, micro-actuators, microsensors, processing and controlling micro-electronics, and cosmetic packaging in
one artificial hand reproducing as well as possible the performance and the
appearance of the natural one.
The design approach, the architecture of the actuators system and the
kinematics of the finger transmission are described in this paper. In addition, the
first implementation and experimental evaluation of a prosthetic finger
incorporating two micro-electromagnetic motors is illustrated. The microactuators were used as linear actuators to directly drive the MP joint and the
proximal inter-phalangeal (PIP) joint, while the driving force is transmitted to the
distal inter-phalangeal (DIP) joint by using a four-bars linkage. Finally, some
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considerations on the future integration of sensors in the fingers and of the fingers
in an artificial hand are presented.

2.

Motivation for a Biomechatronic Approach
The adoption of bulky and heavy actuators in current limb prostheses led to an

extreme reduction of available DOFs. The result of this lack of DOFs is that the
fingers are not able to wrap around the object during a general grasping task. Due
to this, contact area between the fingers and the grasped object is small, and thus
high grip forces are required to perform a stable grasp.
The final consequence on the prosthetic hand design is that a stable grasp can
be achieved only by means of large volume actuators, which must be able to
supply enough force.
This conventional approach to prosthetic hand design can be represented as
the loop described in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1 ABOUT HERE
The scheme depicted in Fig.1 shows how this approach produces artificial
hands with a maximum of two DOFs, and able to provide a pinch force of about
100N. Artificial hands designed and fabricated with this approach have achieved
high quality and reliability, as those produced by Otto Bock Orthopedic Industry
Inc. (Duderstadt, DE) or those manufactured by Hosmer Dorrance Corp.
(Campbell, CA, USA), but these prostheses still suffers from the same limitations.
The approach proposed in this paper (see Fig. 2) is to invert the loop by using
smaller actuators, addressing the objective of increasing DOFs.
FIG. 2 ABOUT HERE
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The consequent enhancement of dexterity and functionality intends to
represent the first step to the development of a biomechatronic hand. In particular,
to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach we developed a two DOF prosthetic
finger actuated by two micro-drivers (based on DC brushless motor) 5 mm
diameter. Due to the consequent enhanced mobility, the novel finger is able to
provide an increased contact area between the phalanges and the object during a
grasping task. According to our approach, we can accept a reduction in power
actuation with the benefit of increasing contact areas and finally of enhancing grip
stability.

3.

Design of the biomechatronic hand
The main requirements to be considered since the very beginning of a

prosthetic hand design are the following: cosmetics, controllability, noiselessness,
lightness and low energy consumption. These requirements can be fulfilled by
implementing an integrated design approach aimed at embedding different
functions (mechanisms, actuation, sensing and control) within a housing closely
replicating the shape, size and appearance of the human hand. This approach can
be synthesized by the term: “biomechatronic” design.

3.1.

Architecture of the Biomechatronic Hand

The biomechatronic hand will be equipped with three actuator systems to provide
a tripod grasping: two identical finger actuator systems and one thumb actuator
system.
The finger actuator system is based on two micro-actuators, which drives the
MP and the PIP joints respectively; for cosmetic reasons, both actuators are fully
integrated in the hand structure: the first in the palm and the second within the
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proximal phalange. The DIP joint is passively driven by a four bars link connected
to the PIP joint.
The grasping task is divided in two subsequent phases in which the two
different actuator systems are active:
1) reaching and shape adapting phase;
2) grasping phase with thumb opposition.
In fact, in phase one the first actuator system allows the finger to adapt to the
morphological characteristics of the grasped object by means of a low output
torque motor. In phase two, the thumb actuator system provides a power
opposition useful to manage critical grasps, especially in case of heavy or slippery
objects.
It is important to point out that the most critical problem of the proposed
configuration is related to the strength required to micro-actuators to withstand the
high load applied during the grasping phase.

3.2.

Kinematics architecture

According to the proposed biomechatronic approach, the design goal of our
prosthetic hand is to reproduce the kinematics of the natural hand as much as
possible (see Fig. 3). Index and middle finger are equipped with two active DOFs
respectively in the MP and in the PIP joints, while the PIP joint is actuated by one
driven passive DOF.
The thumb is equipped with two active DOFs in the MP joint and one driven
passive DOF in the IP joint. This configuration will permit to oppose the thumb to
each finger.
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In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the described biomechatronic
approach, we started by developing one finger (index or middle).
FIG. 3 ABOUT HERE

4.

Design of the finger prototype

As outlined above, the two DOF finger prototype is designed by reproducing, as
closely as possible, the size and kinematics of a human finger. It consists of three
phalanges and of palm housing, which is the part of the palm needed to house the
proximal actuator (see Fig. 4).
FIG. 4 ABOUT HERE

4.1.

Actuator system architecture

In order to match the size of a human finger, two micro-motors are incorporated,
respectively, in the palm and in the proximal phalange. This high integration level
is achieved by enclosing the motors in a shell housing, where they are constrained
only by friction forces. The shell housing is obtained directly from the structure of
the proximal phalange.
The actuator system is based on Smoovy (RMB, Eckweg, CH) microdrivers (5 mm diameter) high precision linear actuators based on bi-directional
DC brushless motors with planetary gears [4] (see Fig. 5). The rotary motion of
the shaft is converted to linear motion using lead screw transmission.
FIG. 5 ABOUT HERE
The main mechanical characteristics of the linear actuators declared by
manufacturer are listed below (see Table 1).
TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE
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In principle, the selected actuator fulfils almost all the specifications for
application in the prosthetic finger: small size, low weight and high bandwidth.
The main problem encountered is related to noise, which in present
implementation turns out to be too high to be tolerated by prosthesis users.
Despite of this limitation, we decided to proceed with the application of the linear
actuator in order to investigate integration problems and global performance. One
possible solution for reducing noise caused by motors activation is to adjust the
acoustical impedance of the motors housing and of the external palm/finger
structure.
The output force resulting from motor activation is sufficient to move the
phalanges for achieving adaptive grasp. In addition, the shell housing provides
mechanical resistance of the shaft to both axial and radial loads. This turns out to
be essential during grasping tasks, where loads, derived from the thumb
opposition, act both on the actuator system and on the whole finger structure.

4.2.

Kinematics architecture

The kinematics of each finger joint is described in detail in the following
subsections.

4.2.1.

MP Joint

The proximal actuator is integrated in the palm and transmits the mechanical
power through a slider crank mechanism to the proximal phalange providing
flexion/extension movement (see Fig. 6). The slider is driven by the lead screw
transmission directly mounted on the motor shaft. Member 1 is the connecting
linkage and member 2 represents the proximal phalange.
FIG. 6 ABOUT HERE
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Geometrical relations of the slider crank mechanism are:
d1 sin α + c = d 2 sin ϑ ⇒ α = α (ϑ )

d − x = d1 cos α − d 2 cos ϑ ⇒ ϑ = ϑ (x )
Symbols c, d , d1 , d 2 , α , ϑ , and x refer to geometrical features of the slider crank
mechanism and are defined according to Fig. 6.
 of the proximal phalange as a function of
In order to obtain flexion velocity ϑ
translation velocity of the slider x we can write:
v P = x i
v P = v O + ω 1 ∧ OP = v O + α k ∧ OP
v = ω ∧ O ' O = ϑ k ∧ O ' O
O

2

x i = ϑ k ∧ O ' O + α k ∧ OP = − d 2 ϑ sin ϑ i + d 2 ϑ cos ϑ j +
+ d1 α sin α i − d1 α cos α j

where i , j and k are the three orthogonal versors, v O and v P are the velocities of
points O and P, respectively and ω1 and ω 2 are the angular velocities of the OP
and of the OO’ link, respectively.

Projecting along the horizontal and vertical axes (described by versors i and j ),
we obtain:

 sin ϑ + d α sin α
x = −d 2 ϑ
1


0 = d 2 ϑ cos ϑ − d1 α cos α
Substituting the second equation in the first equation we find the solution:

α =

d 2 cos ϑ 
ϑ
d1 cos α

x = d 2 (cos ϑ tgα - sin ϑ ) ϑ ⇒ ϑ = ϑ (ϑ , x )
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 =ϑ
 (ϑ, x ) for the MP joint is showed. Where x is the
In Fig. 7, the function ϑ
 is the MP
maximum linear velocity of the micro-actuators (200 [mm/min]), ϑ
angular velocity and ϑ the MP angular position (30 [deg]: full extension and
120 [deg]: full flexion).
FIG. 7 ABOUT HERE

4.2.2.

PIP joint

The same mechanism used for the MP moves the PIP joint. Only the
geometrical features are varied (see Table 2) in order to fit within the space
available according to the specifications of the biomechatronic hand.
TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE
High friction forces occur, because of mechanism movement, during the low pitch
of the threaded shafts. For this reason the two lead screw transmissions are non
backdrivable; but this turns out to be useful for ensuring grasping forces
maintenance without power supplying.

4.2.3.

DIP joint

A four bars link has been adopted for the DIP joint and its geometrical
features have been designed in order to reproduce as closely as possible natural
DIP joint flexion. According to the three prescribed positions method [11] we
synthesized the mechanism, where length of the links A-D is showed in Table 3.
TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE
The selected positions were the extended position, the flexed position and the
intermediate position of the DIP joint, according to position assumed by the
natural finger. These positions are illustrated in Table 4.
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TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE

5.

Fabrication of the finger prototype
A first prototype of the finger was fabricated using the Fused Deposition

Modeling [FDM] process (see Fig. 8). This process allows the fabrication in a
single

process

of

three-dimensional

objects,

made

out

of

acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene [ABS] resin, directly from CAD-generated solid
models. This rapid prototyping technique allows to make devices in order to make
preliminary tests of different design solutions without the cost and time
constraints typical of traditional prototyping technologies.
FIG. 8 ABOUT HERE

6.

Fingertip Force Characterization

A first set of experimental tests has been performed in order to evaluate the force
that the finger is able to exert on an external object [19]. To this aim we have
measured the force resulting when the finger is pressing directly on a force sensor,
corresponding to different configurations of the joints.
The finger prototype was mounted on a four DOF manipulator (X, Y, Z
translation plus one DOF for tilting) as depicted in Fig. 9a and 9b. The force
sensor was a 3-axial piezoelectric load cell (9251 A, Piezo-Instrumentation
KISTLER, Kiwag, CH); the sensor was mounted on a steel plate and covered by
an aluminum plate in order to provide to the finger a contact area to apply the
force. The load cell was connected to charge amplifier (Piezo-Instrumentation
KISTLER, Kiwag, CH); the analog signal was converted by a digital oscilloscope
(TDS 220, Tektronix, Beaverton, US) and acquired through a PC (see Fig. 9a
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and 9b) using WaveStar (Tektronix). Each SmoovyTM actuator is controlled by a
CCS00001 controller (RMB).
FIG. 9a AND 9b ABOUT HERE
The finger position was adjusted in order to obtain an exerted force parallel to the
Z-axis of the load cell. Two “pressing” tasks were identified in order to evaluate
separately and independently force obtained by the two actuators incorporated in
the finger:
•

TASK 1: the pushing action was exerted only by the distal actuator;

•

TASK 2: the pushing action was exerted only by the proximal actuator.

Corresponding to each task, two subtasks were identified according to the position
of the non-active joint (extended, flexed). The different values of joint rotation
angles corresponding to each subtask are illustrated in Table 5 and Fig. 10.

6.1.

Experimental Set-up

During the force characterization the fingertip pushed on the force sensor. The Z
force component was recorded, the X and Y outputs of the load cell were
monitored and led to zero. This was obtained by adjusting the finger position for
obtaining a force parallel to the Z-axis of the load cell. A first set of experimental
tests was done on the finger prototype, with the aim of evaluating how much force
the finger is able to apply on an object.
TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE
FIG. 10 ABOUT HERE

6.2.

Results and discussion

Ten tests were performed for each subtask. The obtained results are summarized
in Table 6 and illustrated in Fig. 11. Table 6 also reports the expected values
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(without taking into account power losses) of the fingertip force, according to the
calculations previously illustrated (see Section 4.2). These force values are
comparable with force exerted by “natural” human finger during fine
manipulation, thus demonstrating the feasibility of the biomechatronic approach,
at least for this class of manipulation tasks [22].
We noticed a higher discrepancy between theoretical and measured force values
during the different trials implementing Task 1 (more than 1,000 mN (theoretical)
versus about 600 mN (experimental)) than during Task 2 (1,141 mN versus
990 mN). These differences are possibly related to the friction forces acting
during the movement of the finger; in particular during Task 1 these losses are
greater because of the action of the 4-bars link driving the DIP joint.
It is important to point out that all the values showed a quite narrow standard
deviation (less than 3.3%) among each set, proving a good repeatability of the
force developed by the biomechatronic finger.
These force levels are sufficient to accomplish the first phase of the grasping task
(reaching and shape adapting). For the second phase (grasping with thumb
opposition) we are developing the thumb actuator system, based on DC motor,
able to provide sufficient grasping forces.
TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE
FIG. 11 ABOUT HERE

7.

Future improvements
The experimental tests showed promising results, but there is still room for

improvement. First of all, natural fingers movements during grasping activities
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will be further investigated in order to achieve a truly “human-like” behaviour of
the prosthetic finger.
A micro-sensory system, incorporating multi-component force sensors and
joint position sensors, will be integrated in the mechanical structure of the finger
in order to sense incipient slippage and force sensing abilities. Finally, suitable
control strategies will be investigated and applied in order to develop a smart and
user friendly control interface for the prosthetic hand.

8.

Conclusions
A novel approach to the design and fabrication of innovative prosthetic hands,

called biomechatronic approach, has been presented. It is based on integrating
together multiple degrees of freedom, multi-sensing capabilities, and distributed
control in order to obtain “graceful” human-like appearance, simple and direct
controllability, low weight, low energy consumption and noiselessness of the
prosthetic hand.
Following this type of approach a first prototype of an active finger with two
DOFs has been designed and fabricated.
In this paper we focused our attention on the innovative integration of
micro-electromagnetic actuators within the finger structure as the first step to
develop a biomechatronic prosthetic hand.
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Gear stages

3

Transmission rate

1:125

Maximum load radial 25 N
Maximum load axial

40 N

Maximum speed

200 mm/min

Nominal force

12 N

Weight

3.2 g

Table 1: Summary of the main characteristics of the Smoovy (RMB, Eckweg,
CH) micro drivers (5 mm diameter).
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PIP joint MP joint
d1

9 mm

18 mm

d2

4 mm

6 mm

C

5 mm

6 mm

Table 2: Geometrical features of the slider crank mechanism of the MP and of the
PIP joints.
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A

5.2 mm

B

28.7 mm

C

3.6 mm

D

25.1 mm

Table 3: Geometrical features of the four bars link mechanism (see also Fig. 6
and Fig. 8).
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Full extension

α = 180

β = 180

α = 150

β = 168.5 Intermidiate position

α = 100

β = 102

Full flection

Table 4: Prescribed positions (see also Fig. 6) for four bars linkage synthesis.
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TASK 1
Position

TASK 2

MP Joint [deg] PIP Joint [deg] MP Joint [deg] PIP Joint [deg]

1

0

60

60

0

2

30

45

30

45

Table 5: Pressing positions (see also Fig. 11).
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Task 1_1

Task 1_2

Task 2_1

Task 2_2

Mean Force (mN)

586

624

848

990

Standard Deviation (%)

2,84

3,29

2,00

2,07

Expected Value (mN)

1057

1059

951

1143

Table 6: Mean values and standard deviation of force exerted by the finger
prototype during test run in different tasks. Tasks correspond to specific joint
positions as defined in Table 5.
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Fig. 1: Loop corresponding to conventional approach to prosthetic hand design.

27

Fig. 2: Loop corresponding to the biomechatronic approach to prosthetic hand
design.

28

Fig. 3: Kinematic architecture of the “natural” hand
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Fig. 4: General assembling of the finger prototype.
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Fig. 5: Longitudinal drawing of the Smoovy (RMB) linear microactuator.
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Fig. 6: Detailed drawing of the crank slider mechanism in the MP joint
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Fig. 7: MP angular velocity θ vs. MP angular position θ expected from
calculations (see Fig. 6 for variable definitions).
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Fig. 8: Photograph of the finger prototype.
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Fig. 9a: Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up.
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Fig. 9b: Photograph of the experimental set-up.
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Fig. 10: Different positions of finger joints for each task. The active joint for each
task and position is indicated by a small circle.

37

Fig. 11: Experimental results. The number of the task is chosen according to
Table 5.

